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A C H I E V I N G T H E L E A R N I N G O U T C O M E S

Contents

The Grade 7 to Grade 12 German Language and Culture: A Foundation for Implementation
identifies the prescribed general and specific learning outcomes by grade from the first
to the sixth year. In addition, it provides suggestions for instruction, assessment, and the
selection of learning resources to assist educators as they work with students to achieve
the prescribed learning outcomes.

Guide to Reading the Columns

The General Learning Outcome, which is the same from Grade 7 to Grade 12, is listed at
the top of the first page. 

Column one on each page cites the heading for a cluster of specific learning outcomes in
bold print, and the heading for the specific learning outcome in italics. The specific
learning outcome is highlighted by an asterisk.

Column two includes examples of teaching and learning activities that help to illustrate
the intent of the specific learning outcome, under the heading Suggestions for
Instruction. German language samples of student materials related to the specific
learning outcome may be included. 

Column three includes suggestions for classroom assessment under the heading
Suggestions for Assessment.

Column four provides suggestions for resources that German Language and Culture
program teachers have used or reviewed in the development of this document and in
their classrooms. These resources are listed under the heading Suggested Learning
Resources. All resources listed can be found in either the References section of this
document or in Appendix C found on page Appendices – 13. Further information on
some of these resources can be found in the annotated bibliography of learning
resources found at <www.edu.gov.mb.ca/ ks4/learnres/german/german_k-s4bib.pdf>.
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Integration of Learning Outcomes

The German Language and Culture documents (Framework and Foundation for
Implementation) assume that the general and specific learning outcomes will be delivered
in an integrated manner, even though the curriculum document itself is divided into
numbered sections. Although the Grade 7 to Grade 12 German Language and Culture: A
Foundation for Implementation contains four-column sections, the four-column section
treats each specific learning outcome separately to provide suggestions specific to that
learning outcome. In the classroom, single learning outcomes are rarely taught in
isolation. Effective integrated German Language and Culture learning experiences
typically address many learning outcomes simultaneously. Teaching vocabulary or
grammar points in isolation is not an effective method. Activities designed to develop
specific skills related to the form of the language should always be embedded in
meaningful contexts where students will see the purpose for learning the skill and will
have immediate opportunities to use the particular form in their own productions.
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Applications • GRADE 7 GERMAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE (SIX-YEAR PROGRAM) 

1.2 express emotions and
personal perspectives
(continued)

1.2.1 Share Ideas, Thoughts,
Opinions, Preferences
(continued)

� express simple personal
thoughts, likes, dislikes,
and reactions (e.g., Ich
mag. Ich mag nicht.)

� As a class, brainstorm activities and interests of students.
Have students in small groups conduct surveys of their
favourite activities and interests, using pre-framed
German sentence structure. Example: Was ist dein(e)
Lieblings ________ ? (Farbe, Essen, Film, Sport) (BC
Resource Package, 28)

� Using pictures from magazines that depict a variety of
activities, ask students which activities they like or don’t
like. Use the expression: Aktivität du gern? Ja, ich ________
gern. Nein, ich ________ nicht gern. (Example: Schwimmst du
gern? Ja, ich schwimme gern. Nein, ich schwimme nicht gern.

Introduce intensifiers, such as “sehr.” As an extension,
have students draw two or three of their own favourite
activities and then work in pairs or small groups, asking
the question, Aktivität du gern?

PRESCRIBED LEARNING
OUTCOMES

SUGGESTIONS FOR INSTRUCTION
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GRADE 7 GERMAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE (SIX-YEAR PROGRAM)  • Applications

SUGGESTED LEARNING
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SUGGESTIONS FOR ASSESSMENT
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� As students interact in collecting information for their
surveys, look for evidence that they
• are developing a variety of vocabulary for different

activities 
• recognize familiar words and patterns
• attempt to respond in simple sentences rather than

single words  

When students present their surveys, prepare a rubric
using criteria below:
• speak clearly  
• use approximate German pronunciation and intonation  
• use a variety of vocabulary related to leisure activities

and interests  

� When students are interacting, use an oral observation
rubric to assess students using criteria such as
• use the pattern Ich habe ________ gern/nicht gern

correctly
• use intensifiers modelled in class that students have

identified themselves
(See oral scoring scales examples in Classroom
Assessment, p. 11.) 



Create a Context for Using Specific Learning Outcomes 

The specific learning outcomes listed in the four columns are not intended to be taught
in the order in which they are written. Teachers are encouraged to select specific
learning outcomes, both within a general learning outcome and across all four general
learning outcomes, and to organize these learning outcomes into logical sequences for
instructional activities. German Language and Culture instruction and assessment
should always occur within meaningful literacy contexts. Teachers develop authentic
instruction and assessment focused on specific learning outcomes while developing
themes, inquiries, genre studies, projects, tasks, and other learning experiences.

Use Learning Outcomes and Strategies Recursively

Many aspects of language arts are recursive and need to be revisited repeatedly through
the use of a variety of materials and strategies. Questioning, for example, can be used
repeatedly in many different contexts. Learning outcomes can be introduced using one
strategy, and then revisited and extended, using different strategies or different topics,
until students have achieved the particular learning outcomes.

The Four General Learning Outcomes
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Applications

Students will use German in a variety of situations and for a variety
of purposes to
• impart and receive information
• express emotions and personal perspectives
• get things done
• extend their knowledge of the world
• use the language for imaginative purposes and personal enjoyment
• form, maintain, and change interpersonal relationships

Language Competence

Students will use German effectively and competently to
• attend to form
• interpret and produce oral texts
• interpret and produce written texts
• apply knowledge of the sociocultural context
• apply knowledge of how text is organized, structured, and

sequenced  

Global Citizenship

Students will acquire the knowledge, skills, and attitudes to be
effective global citizens, through the exploration of the cultures of
the German-speaking world to 
• study historical and contemporary elements of German-speaking

cultures
• affirm diversity
• explore personal and career opportunities

Strategies

Students will know and use various strategies to maximize the
effectiveness of learning and communication:
• language learning strategies
• language use strategies
• general learning strategies

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Applications

Students will use German in a variety of situations and for a variety of purposes.

The specific learning outcomes under the heading Applications deal with what the
students will be able to do with the German language, that is, the functions they will be
able to perform and the contexts in which they will be able to operate. This functional
competence, also called actional competence, is important for a content-based or task-
based approach to language learning where students are constantly engaged in
meaningful tasks (Celce-Murcia, Dörnyei, and Thurrell).

Different models of communicative competence have organized language functions in a
variety of ways. The organizational structure chosen here reflects the needs and interests
of students in a classroom where activities are focused on meaning and are interactive.
For example, the strand entitled manage group actions has been included to ensure that
students acquire the language necessary to function independently in small groups,
since this is an effective way of organizing second language classrooms. The strands
under the cluster heading to extend their knowledge of the world will accommodate a
content-based approach to language learning where students learn content from another
subject area as they learn the German language.

The level of linguistic, sociolinguistic, and discourse competence that students will
exhibit when carrying out the functions is defined in the specific learning outcomes for
Language Competence for each course. To know how well students will be able to
perform the specific function, the Applications learning outcomes must be read in
conjunction with the Language Competence learning outcomes.

Language Competence

Students will use German effectively and competently.

Language competence is a broad term that includes linguistic or grammatical
competence, discourse competence, sociolinguistic or sociocultural competence, and
what might be called textual competence. The specific learning outcomes under
Language Competence deal with knowledge of the German language and the ability to
use that knowledge to interpret and produce meaningful texts appropriate to the
situation in which they are used. Language competence is best developed in the context
of activities or tasks where the language is used for real purposes, in other words, in
practical applications.

Although the learning outcomes isolate individual aspects, language competence should
be developed through learning activities that focus on meaningful uses of the German
language and on language in context. Tasks will be chosen based on the needs, interests,
and experiences of students. The vocabulary, grammar structures, text forms, and social
conventions necessary to carry out a task will be taught, practised, and assessed as
students are involved in various aspects of the task itself, not in isolation.
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Strategic competence is often closely associated with language competence, since
students need to learn ways to compensate for low proficiency in the early stages of
learning if they are to engage in authentic language use from the beginning. This
component is included in the language use strategies in the Strategies section.

Global Citizenship

Students will acquire the knowledge, skills, and attitudes to be effective global citizens,
through the exploration of the cultures of the German-speaking world.

The learning outcomes for Global Citizenship deal with a broad range of knowledge,
skills, and attitudes needed to be effective global citizens—in other words, with the
development of intercultural competence. The concept of global citizenship
encompasses citizenship at all levels, from the local school and community to Canada
and the world.

Developing cultural knowledge and skills is a lifelong process. Knowledge of one’s own
culture is acquired over a lifetime. Cultures change over time. Within any national
group, there may be a dominant culture or cultures and a number of minority cultures.
Rather than try to develop an extensive bank of knowledge about the German-speaking
cultures, it is more important for students to learn the processes and methods of
accessing and analyzing cultural practices. Students will gain cultural knowledge in the
process of developing these skills. In this way, if they encounter elements of the
German-speaking cultures they have not learned about in class, they will have the skills
and abilities to deal with them effectively and appropriately.

The affirm diversity heading covers knowledge, skills, and attitudes that are developed
as a result of bringing other languages and cultures into relationship with one’s own.
There is a natural tendency, when learning a new language and culture, to compare it
with what is familiar. Many students leave a second language learning experience with a
heightened awareness and knowledge of their own language and culture. They will also
be able to make some generalizations about languages and cultures based on their
experiences and those of their classmates who may have a variety of cultural
backgrounds. This will provide students with an understanding of diversity within both
a global and a Canadian context.
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Strategies

Students will know and use various strategies to maximize the effectiveness of learning
and communication.

Under the Strategies heading are specific learning outcomes that will help students learn
and communicate more effectively. Strategic competence has long been recognized as an
important component of communicative competence. The learning outcomes that follow
deal not only with compensation and repair strategies, important in the early stages of
language learning when proficiency is low, but also with strategies for language
learning, language use in a broad sense, as well as general learning strategies that help
students acquire content. Although people may use strategies unconsciously, the
learning outcomes deal only with the conscious use of strategies.

The strategies that students choose depend on the task they are engaged in as well as on
other factors, such as their preferred learning style, personality, age, attitude, and
cultural background. Strategies that work well for one person may not be effective for
another person or may not be suitable in a different situation. For this reason it is not
particularly useful to say that students should be aware of, or able to use, a specific
strategy in a particular course. Consequently, the specific learning outcomes describe the
students’ knowledge of and ability to use general types of strategies. The specific
strategies provided in the suggested activity are not prescriptive but are provided as an
illustration of how the general strategies in the specific learning outcomes might be
developed.

Teachers need to know and be able to demonstrate a broad range of strategies from
which students are then able to choose in order to communicate effectively. Strategies of
all kinds are best taught in the context of learning activities where students can apply
them immediately and then reflect on their use.
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